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Abstract

How to improve our school playground? Based on the school plan and the surrounding area, it was decided to promote science activities in the playground by sharing scientific knowledge. In these activities, 20 pupils and 4 teachers participated as organizers, covering a community of 244 pupils (ages 3-10), 18 teachers and 11 other school’s staff. We chose a set of scientific questions, connected with the knowledge of space, the influence of the Sun in our lives and with the protection of bats. We promote the questions through two tools: a conference and an exhibition, both organized by the students. The conferences was prepared in small groups, by exploring and using reliable scientific sources such as Ciência Viva science centres and ESERO Portugal. In the exhibition scientific knowledge was offered at the school playground, in an experimental, interactive and dynamic approach, where we were the facilitators and guides of the other students and the educational community.
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Resumo Abstract
How to improve our school playground? Based on the school plan and the surrounding area, it has been chosen the possibility of promoting science activities in the playground by sharing scientific knowledge. In these activities, 20 pupils and 4 teachers participated as organizers, covering a community of 244 pupils (ages 3-10), 18 teachers and 11 other people part of the staff’s school.
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Sentir Feel
The aim of the project was to recover the space in the school playground, promoting the scientific spirit. It started from the students’ experiences and choices. Three moments and three areas were defined on which to share knowledge.

Imaginar Imagine
For the scientific preparation Alviela’s and Constância’s CCV (PEDIME program) were visited. Experiments were carried out inside classroom and in different other contexts, always with the support of «Ciência Viva» and ESERO Portugal (Understanding the Earth through Space).

Criar Create
A mini-planetarium and some mini-conferences were organized in the school playground. It was built a bat shelter and it was carried out a raising awareness on behalf of these animals. With the theme “Around the Sun”, it was promoted a solar observation by using a solar scope; it was cooked using a solar oven and several experiments were carried out in regarding temperature and the influence of color.

Partilhar Share
It was promoted Scientific knowledge by sharing the dynamics of the «Agrupamento» in the area of science and the OSOS project, participating in the «Palmo e Meio» Scientific Congress. The work was published and integrated in a task from the Institute of Nature and Forests Conservation.